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Abstract

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is not perfect and even advanced statistical models make errors that render its output difficult to understand. We are therefore interested in having Humans correct ASR output efficiently. A naive approach, in which Humans manually “edit” the ASR output, may work when the recognition is done offline, but fails in on-line scenarios when Humans cannot keep up. To address this problem, our prior work introduced an approach that combines ASR and keyword search (KWS) to allow Humans to simply type corrections for the errors they observe, while the system positioned each correction using KWS and then “stitches” in the correction. In this paper, we present an improved “stitching” algorithm that works at the lattice level (rather than on the first-best string). We show that this algorithm drastically improves the word error rate (WER) of a TED system when applied to new corpus of CS lectures that has not been carefully prepared for ASR experiments. We also show that the system can fix annoying repeat errors from just a single correction, making it suitable for post-processing of large amounts of data from limited corrections.

Index Terms: speech recognition, human computation, word lattices, keyword spotting.

1. Introduction

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) has received considerable attention from the research community for the past several decades, and its performance continues to improve [1, 2, 3]. However, even today’s state-of-the-art ASRs produce unacceptable errors, especially in noisy environments or in the presence of many out of vocabulary words.

A use case that is very important and challenging is real-time captioning. The goal of real-time captioning is to convert aural speech to visual text with a very low latency. It provides immediate access to spoken content in lectures/talks and is a crucial accommodation for Deaf and Hard of Hearing (DHH). The most popular real-time (and reliable) captioning service is Communications Access Real-time Translation (CART), where extensively trained stenographers type on specialized keyboards and are able to caption up to 231 words per minute [4] with accuracy generally above 95%. However, stenographers are expensive and must be booked well in advance. Consequently, they can not be used to caption for events that have been scheduled at the last minute or learning opportunities like discussions after class. ASR, on the other hand, is relatively inexpensive and can be used to quickly identify and correct its mistakes. The “stitching” approach we used was limited to replacing and inserting words in the ASR hypothesis. This paper presents a new stitching approach that incorporates human corrections directly into the word lattices generated by the recognizer. This new stitching mechanism yields better post correction transcripts. It is also able to correct mistakes that the human did not explicitly fix, but which follow from word lattice once the corrections are considered.

2. Related Work

Humans are very good at converting speech to text and taking help from them to produce or correct speech transcriptions seems intuitive. In recent years, human computation via crowdsourcing has become a popular and inexpensive means to transcribe audio. [7] used it to transcribe podcasts, [8] used it to collect data from speech dialog systems and [9, 10] have used it to transcribe conversational speech. Crowdsourcing has also been used to correct/edit transcripts from classroom lectures [11]. These approaches, however, are meant to work in an offline setup and consequently can not be used for real-time captioning because humans can not keep up with natural speaking rates. [12] tries to address this issue by synchronously coordinating a group of humans to capture different parts of the audio, which are stitched together to yield complete transcripts with latency of less than 5 seconds. However, the coordination required is unwieldy in practice.

In our previous work [13], we presented an approach for a human powered system for the purpose of real-time captioning. As opposed to [12], our approach can work with a single human who does not directly produce work but “oversees” the real-time ASR to quickly identify and correct its mistakes. Prior approaches have had humans manually edit the hypoth-
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3. Manipulating Word Lattices

Our prior word-based stitching technique reduced WER by about 50% [13], assuming all corrections were provided. The reason for such a poor performance can be attributed to both poor detection by keyword spotting and poor stitching. In our approach, detection and stitching are independent steps, so that the time at which correction word must have been spoken and then passes it to the stitcher, which stitches the correction into the ASR captions/lattice.

The goal of Keyword Search (KWS), also known as Keyword Spotting or Spoken Term detection, is to determine when a given search term was spoken. Popular ways to implement this is to search through the phonetic/syllable/word lattices produced by the ASR system. Hence, we ensure that our search goes beyond the 1-best hypothesis. Moreover, KWS can also detect words that are out of vocabulary and is therefore not constrained by ASR’s dictionary. Figure 1 shows the architecture of our system. Audio is fed to an online ASR. The audio and the ASR captions play in front of the human. The human looks out for mistakes in the captions and enters the corresponding correction if one is required. The correction is fed to the KWS module which tries to detect the word in the recently decoded speech. The time-stamps of the detection are then sent to the “stitcher” module which tries to stitch the correction in. Previously this module worked by replacing and inserting words in the ASR hypothesis. In this paper, we go beyond this simplistic scheme by stitching the correction into the word lattice generated by the ASR.

3.1. Correction word present in the lattice

ASR lattices contain a lot more information than the best path and it is likely that we will find our correction word(s) already present in the lattices. These corrections couldn’t make it to the best path because their acoustic and graph costs were not strong enough. After we get a detection from the KWS system (in terms of start timing and the duration of the keyword), we iterate through the lattice and try to find the arcs that correspond to our correction word. We only consider an arc if it represents the correction word and its begin and end timestamps are within a reasonable range of the time stamps given by the KWS system. We boost the acoustic costs of these arcs by a reasonable margin making sure that the new best path would pass through one of these transitions. We leave the graph costs of these transitions untouched which ensures that a correct transition is chosen amongst the transitions whose acoustic costs were just boosted.

3.2. Correction word absent from the lattice

There will be cases when the correction word is absent from the lattice, but KWS will find and return approximate start and end time stamps for it. In such cases, our stitching scheme will need to add appropriate arcs/transitions with reasonable weights into the lattices such that when the lattice is re-scored, the correction word is present in the lattice. Hence, when no arcs corresponding to our correction word are found in the lattice, we consider the start and end time produced by the KWS and try to predict the states which might act as the start state and end state for the new arcs. We tried 2 different approaches here. Our first approach was to try and estimate different start and end states...
and then introduce arcs arcs between every pair of the above start and end state. The second approach takes all the states whose time stamp lies between the start and end time returned by the KWS system in introduced arcs between every state pair i and j such that time(i) < time(j). Although the second approach introduces more arcs than the first one, we found the first one worked better. Hence, we decided to continue with this method. The acoustic scores in the arcs introduced was chosen to be the maximum acoustic score observed in the lattice. The graph costs were left blank. The lattice was later re-scored using a language model which assigned appropriate LM costs to the newly introduced transitions.

4. Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of our stitching technique, we performed two sets of experiments, using Kaldi’s keyword search implementation [14] for spotting keywords.

Our first experiment is performed on the TEDLIUM dataset [15] using a Kaldi [16] system trained with PDNN [17] and using the standard TEDLIUM language model. The goal for this experiment is to investigate the improvement when going from word-based stitching to lattice-based stitching. The baseline WER is 19.2% on the TED development data. TED talks resemble classroom settings to some extent, but the language model matches the test data quite well.

The second experiment thus uses an Eesen-based [18] TED system with a pruned “Cantab” language model [19], tested on a corpus of Stanford CS classes, for which we have generated reference alignments from available transcripts 1 . This setup resembles a real use case, because no adaptation of the system to the target domain has been performed. The system has a baseline WER of 15.6% on the TED development data, and has been trained with the Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) criterion. The keyword search implementation has been carried over from Kaldi.

In both cases, the results are reported for a simulation experiment where corrections were simulated to be coming from a human who is able to report all the incorrectly recognized words within 10 seconds.

The out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rate for the TED test set is virtually 0%, while for the Stanford CS test set it is 3.4%, both with a vocabulary size of about 150 k words.

5. Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows the reduced WER after applying our stitching algorithm. We also compare it with our previous stitching algorithm which worked on a sentence level.

Table 2: WER on Stanford CS for Eesen ASR baseline, WER post stitching based on lattice manipulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>TEDLIUM based recognizer</th>
<th>Post Corrections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WER</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertion</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deletion</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that the lattice stitching algorithm provides a significant improvement over our previous word-based approach, and is able to reduce deletions in particular.

Table 2 shows the results on the Stanford CS corpus. Again, there is a significant reduction of errors, although the overall efficacy of the approach is less. Our analysis shows that timing information found in lattices that have been generated with a CTC acoustic model is less reliable than timing information from “conventional” acoustic models that have been trained with a frame-based criterion and do not include the “blank” symbol, resulting in less effective “stitching”. A detailed description of the CTC loss function during training can be found in [20], while [18] discusses the Weighted Finite State Transducer (WFST) based decoding approach that we are using here.

Figure 2 shows the recurring pattern of out of vocabulary (OOV) words in one of the lectures from the Stanford computer science talks. These OOV words carry the essence of the lecture. Our approach is particularly fruitful in this scenario because the human has to enter the OOV only once and our system keeps searching for the OOV word repeatedly potentially correcting the mistake even before it has been spotted. More importantly, this is done without regenerating the language model and the decoding graph.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper describes a new lattice-based “stitching” algorithm, which can be used to correct ASR output from sparse user “corrections.” We are currently working on an in-depth analysis of the differences between lattices generated with a CTC acoustic
model and those that have been generated with a DNN. Early results indicate that we will be able to further reduce the error rate on CTC acoustic models. This is attractive because CTC acoustic models employ context independent (CI) phonetic states, and no sub-phonetic states (conventional models use begin-, middle-, and end-states), which should allow for better confidence measures and thus better keyword search. They are also about 2 times faster during decoding (not including skipping frames), and use significantly less memory because of the smaller CI search graph. These experiments should be concluded within the next few weeks.
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